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Clear Storage Bins
Versatile | Portable | Stackable

Four sizes accommodate a variety of essential supplies

Efficiently organize essential supplies inside  
cabinets, drawers, and more with our collection of  
clear plastic storage bins. Enjoy quick access to  
medication, bandages, safety needles, syringes,  
specimen collection cups, and other items.

Features:

• Organize supplies for quick, easy access 

• Versatile, portable, and stackable

• Ribbed bottom and non-slip rubber feet  
keep items in place and prevent sliding

• Molded of durable BPA-free and chlorine-free 
polycarbonate plastic

• Select from four sizes: Small, Medium,  
Large, Extra-Large

In situations where every moment matters, using these clear  
storage bins allows caregivers to quickly locate the medical  
supplies they need.

A perfect fit for our wall-mounted workstations and storage 
cabinets, this collection of clear bins is designed with versatility in 
mind. Select from four sizes to accommodate medication storage 
and other caregiving essentials, helping to keep everything neatly 
in place across shifts. 

Molded of strong, virtually unbreakable polycarbonate plastic, 
these clear bins are stackable and portable too. Easily transport 
items from supply rooms, the pharmacy department, and  
restocking carts or carry to a patient’s bedside.

https://carstens.com/products/84999-Bins


For more information:
800.782.1524 / carepodsales@carstens.com
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   84999-0001    84999-0002    84999-0003    84999-0004

Small Bin Medium Bin Large Bin Extra-Large Bin

Storage 
Ideas

Alcohol prep wipes, 
bandages, tape, safety 
needles, and more

Sterile syringes, winged 
collection sets, IV dressings, 
and more

Cotton-tipped applicators, 
tongue depressors, flush 
syringes, and more

Odd-length items and 
multiples, like specimen 
collection cups

Product 
Dimensions

L3.25"×W3.25"×H2.25" L6.5"×W3.25"× H2.25" L9.75"×W3.25"×H2.25" L12.75"×W3.25"×H2.25"

Material Clear, shatter-resistant, BPA-free and chlorine-free polycarbonate plastic

Features Ribbed bottom and non-slip rubber feet keep items in place and prevent sliding

Care 
Instructions

Food safe. Clean with mild soap and water.  
Do not place in dishwasher.

Clear Storage Bins
Versatile | Portable | Stackable

Stay organized
Collect, organize, and store medication and medical 
supplies for efficient access, freeing caregivers to 
focus more time on patients’ needs.

Click to buy now from Carstens.com

https://carstens.com/products/84999-Bins
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